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ABSTRACT The focus of this research is to study: 1) the distribution of joint attention of autistic (ASD)

children in their left and right visual space, 2) the corresponding dominance of either left or right hemisphere

of brain using electroencephalography (EEG), and 3) the relationship between the dominance of visual

space and hemisphere of brain. The proposed multi-robot system includes sequential and simultaneous

actuations of robots dealing with single and multi-robot communication. Results indicate that most of the

autistic children initiate joint attention from right to left vision space. Similarly, for imitation, robot at

right visual space is imitated and focused more. These findings are also supported by the results obtained

from the dominance of brain and number of eye contacts. Eight participants, five males and three females,

participated in this research. Six participants belong to minimal while two belong to mild case on autism

spectrum. Minimal cases of autism indicated proper dominance of either left or right visual space and

hence the respective dominance of hemispheres of brain too. While mild cases of autism showed balanced

performance in visual space but distinguishable dominance of hemispheres of brain. The overall average

followed imitation accuracy for robot at right visual space is 83.49 % while for robot at left visual space is

61.53 %. Similarly, overall average eye contacts with robot at right visual space are 16.47 and for robot at

left visual space are 14.95 per minute. Power spectral density (PSD) values of EEG data also indicate the

dominance of right hemisphere of brain. F value is 2.93, F-critical value 4.60, and p-value is 0.108.

INDEX TERMS Joint attention, imitation, multi-robot therapy, ASD children, autism matrices, perception,

joint attention distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autism is a neurodevelopment disorder which affects differ-

ent social skills of ASD children. A part from social skills,

autism also affects the different parts of brain and hence

their performance too. Joint attention and imitation are two

important social skills present in human being and they vary

from person to person. Joint attention and imitation skills of

TD children are better than ASD children. The imitation sig-

natures of TD and ASD children are quite different from each

other [1], [2] and this difference leads us to identify the type

of child. Joint attention enables human being to perceive the
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surroundings and act accordingly. In imitation, repeatability

is involved and it is also coupled with joint attention because

if someone has not seen the actions (did not pay attention),

then he / she will not be able to imitate properly. Robots

are also being used in imitation interventions [3]. With the

advancement in technology, robots are being used asmediator

in different therapies [4], [5], and designed according to the

need and type of social impairments [6].

Research has proved that robots, particularly those resem-

bling with human being, have more effect as compare to visu-

ally simple robots [7], [8]. In other words, features of robot

are also important in ASD interventions [9]. External stimuli

(either given from environment or from robotic agent) are

also important while designing robotic interventions related
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to joint attention for ASD children [10]. In order to capture

the joint attention of a human, an external stimulus is needed.

These stimuli can be divided in to three different types with

respect to agent, which includes visual, speech and motion-

based cues [11], [12]. Shifting of joint attention from one

stimulus to another stimulus and joint attention fixation time

are also important parameters. A comparison between ASD

and TD children has been presented in which the shifting of

joint attention of ASD and TD from one type of stimulus

to another type of stimulus and the joint attention fixation

duration are studied [13]. Shifting of joint attention is difficult

for ASD children as compare to TD children while joint

attention fixation duration of TD is less than ASD children.

In [14], different static and dynamic matrices for evalu-

ating social engagement of humans while interacting with

robots have been presented. Another set of different matrices

(kinetic energies, body and head movements, direction of

gaze and magnitude of gazing) has been presented in [15]

for the assessment of autism in children and ensuring the

use of robots as autism assessment tool. Moreover, in [16],

comparison of mind perception of ASD and TD children has

also been presented using agency and experience parameters

of different objects like, God, robot, human etc. A comparison

between a robot and human being is presented to see the

effectiveness of robot and human as a joint attention initiator

in ASD and TD children [17], [18] and robots are reported as

a good joint attention initiator.

Gesture production and learning have also been compared

using robot and human mediators and it has been reported

that there is no significant difference between these two

groups [19]. Joint attention based interventions have different

types of effects if they are being taught by robots, teach-

ers, and parents depending upon the familiarity and ease in

interaction [20]. In establishing eye contact, partner’s role as

reinforcer is also important [21], [22]. Teaching and inter-

vention programs are now being conducted using humanoid

robots [23]. Early gaze following responses of ASD children

in their early ages (infants) are also important as they depend

upon the situational constraints and partner’s individual char-

acteristics [24]. Infants have different frequency, quality and

behaviors of joint attention and it has been found that siblings

of such infants are also affected due to interaction with same

ASD sibling [25]. The extent of engagement of the human

with robot varies based on the type of participants. Social ref-

erencing in ASD children is also important and it is governed

by behavior analytic conceptualization. It is also linked with

different types of stimuli either being provided by familiar or

unfamiliar persons/entities [26].

Joint attention is also linked with another social

impairment called visual perspective taking (VPT) in

autism [27], [28]. It consists of two different levels in which

the same things are observed from different points in space by

TD and ASD children and hence have different perspectives.

VPT can also be linked with body awareness and comparison

has been reported in [29] in which ASD children are reported

to have deficit related to body awareness. Superior visual

search has been reported in ASD children irrespective of

combination of feature [30]. Associative, recognition, and

visuospatial working memories are three different types of

important memories in autism. Reference [31] presented the

inter comparison of these memories in ASD and TD children

and reported the deficiency in recognition memory in ASD.

Weakness of visual working memory in autism has also been

reported by [32]. Moreover, visual perception in autism is not

following the Weber’s Law [33]. Zooming out leads towards

orientating deficit in ASD children [34].

Autism also has different effects on different parts of

brain [35]. During the interaction with human or a robot

partner, the study of states of brain’s different parts and

bands of ASD child is also important [36]. Alpha-mu, beta

and gamma waves have been considered for this purpose

and [36] found synchronization between alpha-mu band of

both interactors. Theo observation of different actions effects

the humanmirror neuron system (HMNS). Robots are usually

mechanical structures whose motions are also mechanical.

In [37] the impact of speed of the actions of robot on HMNS

is presented using electroencephalography (EEG) study of

occipital and sensorimotor regions. The results show that

activation of HMNS is higher in occipital region as compare

to sensorimotor region while later one is more robust [38].

Motion of objects and humans have different effects on both

hemispheres of brain [39]. In case of motion of humans,

the power spectral density (PSD) of Centro-parietal regions

of both hemispheres decreased. Moreover, study of linking

between both hemispheres, due to finding differences in left

and right visual half systems, has also been reported in [40].

In case of perception, both left and right hemispheres are

responsible for different types of actions and information

processing [41]. This perception is further related with types

of stimuli being presented and also the writing hand [42].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) based

study reported interesting facts regarding the expression esti-

mation using only the gaze of person [43]. Orbito-frontal

cortex (OFC), superior temporal gyrus (STG) and amygdala’s

activity was observed in TD and ASD children. STG and

amygdala showed increased activity as compare to OFC in

TD while in case of ASD, OFC showed increased accu-

racy. In case of joint attention and imitation, mirror neurons

are also important and [44] has presented a circular reac-

tions for imitative behaviors (CRIB), a neural model, which

explains that gaze following, joint attention, and imitation

social skills of ASD children to whom they learn through

inter-personal circular reactions. Superior temporal sulcus

(STS) region and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) are reported

to be specifically activated during the passive observation

of shifts in eye gaze. Posterior part of the STS region and

the cuneus are specifically involved in extracting directional

information from the eyes of another person to redirect one’s

own gaze and establish joint attention [45]. A comparison

between ASD and schizophrenia (SZ) patients have been

presented in [46] in which face emotion recognition (FER)

and abnormal motion processing have been compared using
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visual cortex. Associated visual perception and sensorimotor

learning are reported to be linked with each other in TD

children but not in ASD children [47].

Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has also

being used to study development of functional connectivity

and brain activation under different tasks like joint atten-

tion, working memory, face processing and resting state

of ASD children [48], a systematic review. Many fNIRS

studies reported atypical brain activation in the prefrontal

cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, middle and superior temporal

gyrus.

A. CONTRIBUTION / NOVELTY

Following are the novel points of this research.

Based on Designed System Architecture:

I. The devised system can tell the distribution of joint

attention of any child irrespective of his / her type (we

used it for autistic children). It is further linked with

joint attention initiation mechanism of children. Most

of the ASD children initiate joint attention from right

visual space and then shifts it towards left visual space

(R1 → R2), while other children initiate joint attention

from left visual space and then shifts it towards right

visual space (R2 → R1).

II. The system incorporates the capability of both single

robot and a multi-robot based imitation system.

III. The proposed system is capable of noticing the imitation

accuracies in single and multi-robot imitations.

IV. It measures the joint attention of participant via number

of eye contacts and duration of each eye contact in both

visual spaces i.e., left and right.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, we are studying the distribution of joint

attention in visual space and imitation skills of ASD chil-

dren in joint attention integrated distributed imitation sys-

tem using multi-robot. Moreover, we are also studying the

dominance of left and right visual space of participant and

relevant dominance of left and right hemisphere of brain of

participant [36], [40], [42], using EEG analysis. Two types of

actuations are being considered: sequential and simultaneous.

In sequential actuation, participant can only actuate one robot

at time. After the actuation of robot, if participant shifts

his / her attention towards the other robot, it will not be

activated till the completion of task by first robot and vice

versa. While in case of simultaneous actuation, child can

actuate both of the robots via paying attention without any

restriction. Integrated joint attention module continuously

records the joint attention of participant and hence actuates

the corresponding robot being focused. After actuation, robot

performs few imitation actions and invites the participant

to perform those which are evaluated using Kinect sensor.

Imitation actions consist of two different steps delayed by

20 seconds. During these 20 seconds, participant can shift

his / her joint attention towards the other robot, resulting the

actuation of second robot and hence the imitation actions

too. Depending upon the performance of participant, a reward

(calling child’s name XYZ, good job!) is given by robot. In

case of poor performance of the participant, no response is

given by the robot so to avoid any kind of discouragement

for the ASD child.

A. HYPOTHESES

We devised two different hypotheses H1 and H0. H1 deals

with simultaneous actuation of robots while H0 deals with

sequential type of actuation of robots in joint attention inte-

grated distributed imitation system.

H1 :Autistic children can perform simultaneous actuations

of robots and have right vision space dominance. Moreover,

visual space dominance is linked with brain’s hemisphere

dominance. (Alternate hypothesis)

H0 : Autistic children can only perform sequential actu-

ations of robots and have left vision space dominance.

Moreover, visual space dominance is not linked with brain’s

hemisphere dominance. (null hypothesis)

Which hypothesis will sustain? This information can be

extracted from designed intervention, data processing and

performing statistical analysis. Moreover, we are also try-

ing to find out the general trend of initiating joint atten-

tion and shifting of joint attention in case of multi-robot

imitation / communication system along with dominance of

either left or right visual space. We are also finding the

relationship between dominant visual space and hemispheres

of brain and writing hand (if any).

B. SUBJECTS AND TRIALS’ FREQUENCY

Eight participants, five males and three females, from

mild and minimal autism categories, took part in this

research. Average age of all participants is 8.275 years,

Table 1. The experimentation has been approved by the

ethical committee of university and director of Autism

Resource Center Islamabad (ARCI). A written consent has

been taken from the parents of participants. Each partici-

pant participated in eight different trials. The frequency of

experimentation for each participant was one experiment

per week while for researcher, its eight experiments per

week. This intervention was carried out for two months

(eight weeks).

C. JOINT ATTENTION MODULE

Joint attention module is an important part of our devised

distributed imitation system. This module is responsible for

controlling the actuations of both robots and also telling us

about the distribution of participant’s attention with in the

visual space. This module runs on both robots as separate

thread and each one is also integrated with transmission con-

trol protocol (TCP) client. It notes the number of eye contacts

made with each robot and duration of each eye contact.

Joint attention module is supervised by corresponding TCP

server. Target hit, abbreviated as ‘‘TH’’, is the signal which

is an output of this module and acts as an input for imitation

module.
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TABLE 1. Participants’ details.

D. DISTRIBUTED IMITATION MODULE

Imitation module is another important module of our system.

This module is responsible for controlling imitation actions

on both robots and also reacting according to the distribu-

tion of participant’s attention with in the system [11]. This

module runs on both robots as separate thread and each one

is also integrated with transmission control protocol (TCP)

client. It is also linked with Kinect sensor which measures

the accuracy of imitation being performed by participant and

hence giving reward (calling child’s name ‘‘X’’, and saying

‘‘good job’’) as well. Imitation module is supervised by cor-

responding TCP server. Imitation complete, abbreviated as

‘‘IC’’, is the signal which is an output of this module. Since,

imitation module runs as separate threads on both robots,

they are not linked with each other. Whole system will be

having only two possible types of actuations of robots. They

are sequential and simultaneous actuations.

1) SEQUENTIAL IMITATION

The sequential type of imitation is the one in which both

robots are not allowed to activate simultaneously even both

are receiving attention from child. At any given instant of

time, only one robot will be activated based on the joint

attention of the child and other one will remain inactive till

the completion of imitation task of first robot.

2) SIMULTANEOUS IMITATION

The simultaneous type of imitation is the one in which both

robots are allowed to activate simultaneously. At any given

instant of time, which robot will be activated, it is based on

the gaze response (distribution of attention) of the child. Here,

completion of imitation task from initially actuated robot is

not necessary for the activation of second robot.

E. EEG

Electroencephalography (EEG) has also been used to mea-

sure the dominance of hemispheres of brain and to find

its linkage with dominant visual space of a participant.

In the beginning and ending of each experiment, EEG

for 25 seconds duration has been recorded using Emotive

EPOC EEG neuroheadset with 128 samples per seconds sam-

pling rate. PSD analysis has been used and the duration of

analyzed EEG signals is 15 seconds (truncating initial and last

5 seconds data). For left hemisphere, AF3, F3, and O1 and

for right hemisphere, AF4, F4, and O2 channels have been

used. These selected channels belong to frontal and occipital

lobes of brain. A second order band pass filter with f1 = 8Hz

and f2 = 12Hz as cutoff frequencies has been used to extract

alpha band. Average PSDs of left and right hemispheres are

compared and dominance of relevant

hemisphere is calculated. Further, its relationwith the dom-

inance of visual space has also been studied.

F. SYSTEM’S STATE MACHINE

State machine is used to completely describe the states of

whole system under different conditions at different instants

of time and transitions among those. At hierarchy level one,

there are three different states through which distributed imi-

tation system traverse. They are: initialization, execution, and

termination, Fig. 1, equation (1).

HL1 = {Init.,Exec., Term.} (1)

Execution and termination are controlled by signals

S1, S2, S3 & S4 . These signals are as under:

S1 : Is_Person_Available_R1.

S2 : Is_Person_Available_R2.

S3 : Is Signal (for termination of process).

S4 : TH (Target hit, an output from joint attention module).

At hierarchy level two, there are three different states under

execution state. They are: idle, sequential, and synchronous,

Fig. 1, equation (2). The transition among these states will

depend upon different conditions. These conditions are linked

with the states of robots at given time.

HL2 = {Idle, Seq., Sync.} (2)

We will be explaining these transition sequences under dif-

ferent given conditions described in mathematical model.

G. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

At the start, distributed imitation system will move from

initialization state to idle state, that can be represented as

TInit→Idle, Fig. 1. In this transition, both robotR1 and robotR2

will be ready, equation (3). After this, the system’s behavior

depends upon the interaction of participant. If system is not

changing the current state, then following are the possible

conditions which will be set.

TInit→Idle = Activate (R1& R2) (3)

Tidle→idle = if (∼ R1 & ∼ R2) (4)

Interpretation: if the system is in idle state and robot one

and two are not working or actuated by the participant, then

system will remain in idle state until or unless robots are

actuated.

TSeq.→Seq. = if ((R1 & ∼ R2) || (∼ R1 & R2)) (5)

Interpretation: if the system is in sequential state and either

robot one or two is working or actuated by the participant at
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FIGURE 1. Harel state machine diagram of joint attention integrated distributed imitation system.

a time, then system will remain in sequential state.

TSync.→Sync. = if (R1 & R2) (6)

Interpretation: if the system is in synchronous state and both

robots are actuated by the participant at a time, then system

will remain in synchronous state until or unless robots’ actu-

ation sequence is changed. Equations (4)-(6) are representing

the repetition of current states. It is also possible that these

states will also change among themselves.

TIdle→Seq. = if ((R1 & ∼ R2) || (∼ R1 & R2)) (7)

Interpretation: if the system is in idle state and either robot

one or two is actuated by participant at a time, then system

will move to sequential state until or unless robots’ actuation

sequence is changed, equation (7).

TSeq.→Idle = if (∼ R1 || ∼ R2) (8)

TSeq.→Sync. = if (R1 & R2) (9)

TSync.→Seq. = if ((∼ R1 & R2) || (R1 & ∼ R2)) (10)

TSync.→Ideal = if (∼ R1 & ∼ R2) (11)

TIdle→Sync. = if (R1 & R2) (12)

In similar way, these states will change their self,

equation (8)-(12). Here, TX→Y is representing the transition

between two states, where X is representing the current state

while Y is representing the future state. ||, &, and ∼ are

representing the OR, AND, and NOT operations respectively.

Joint attention integrated distributed imitation system can

terminate the whole process / intervention at any stage while

residing at any state. Irrespective of the current state, whole

system will move towards termination state and robots, R1

and R2 will be deactivated, equation (13).

T(Idle || Sync. || Seq)→Ter min ation=Deactivate (R1 & R2) (13)

Since we are utilizing two different robots, R1 and R2, so the

imitation tasks are also different. We are defining these imi-

tation tasks as a piece wise function.

IMR1 =

{

Raise hands

Hands down
; if (JAT

[i]
R1 ≥ 5 Sec) (14)

Here, IMR1 is representing the imitation task of robot R1,

equation (14). JAT
[i]
R1 is representing the joint attention time

for ith eye contact with robot R1. The condition of activation

of robot R1 is: seeing towards robot R1 or maintaining an eye

contact with robot R1 for at least 5 seconds. After activation,

robot will perform two actions. They are: raising hands and

then hands down. There is a delay of 20 seconds between

these two actions. Similarly, for robot R2, we have imitation

equation (15).

IMR2 =

{

Move forward

Move backward
; if (JAT

[i]
R2 ≥ 5 Sec) (15)

Here, only actions for robot R2 will be different from R1.

A part from these separate imitationmodules, IMR1 and IMR2,

we have another module called joint attention recording

module which runs on both robots to note the attention of
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participant and gives details regarding number of eye contacts

made along with duration of each eye contact, equation (16).

JARx =

n
∑

i=1

(

JAT
[i]
Rx

)

=

n
∑

i=1

(∫ m

t=0

dt

)

;

i,m, n ∈ ℜ; x =

{

1 for Robot 1

2 for Robot 2
(16)

JA
[i]
Rx is representing the joint attention module running on

robot x while i is representing the index of eye contact. where

x can either be 1 or 2. i is denoting number of eye contacts

being made and integral part is noticing the duration of each

eye contact.

Iteration 1:

In this iteration, system deals with robot one only present

at right vision space. i.e.,

x = 1; i = 1, 2, 3, . . . so,

JAR1 = JAT
[1]
R1 , JAT

[2]
R1 , JAT

[3]
R1 , . . .

where, JAT
[1]
R1 , JAT

[2]
R1 , and JAT

[3]
R1 are representing the eye

contact readings of participant. These readings will be noted

till we get an eye contact of 5 seconds duration.

Iteration 2:

In this iteration, system deals with robot two only present

at left vision space. i.e.,

x = 2; i = 1, 2, 3, . . . so,

JAR2 = JAT
[1]
R2 , JAT

[2]
R2 , JAT

[3]
R2 , . . .

where, JAT
[1]
R2 , JAT

[2]
R2 , and JAT

[3]
R2 are representing the eye

contact readings of participant. These readings will be noted

till we get an eye contact of 5 seconds duration. Also, if we

talk about the sequential and simultaneous imitation sys-

tem, then above two iterations run in sequential manner in

case of sequential imitation. While in case of simultaneous

imitation, they run in parallel manner. The overall control

of the system can be represented using equation (17), and

equation (18)-(21).

DIM =

{

AND (X1,Y1) ; Sync. state

OR (X2,Y2) ; Seq. state
(17)

where,

X1 = AND (IMR1, JAR1) (18)

Y1 = AND (IMR2, JAR2) (19)

X2 = AND (IMR1, JAR1) (20)

Y2 = AND (IMR2, JAR2) (21)

Here, DIM is representing distributed imitation system. DIM

is written in piece wise function representing the working of

both robots under synchronous and sequential states. In syn-

chronous state, both robots have to operate simultaneously,

hence using AND operation to ensure the running of both

robots. Similarly, in sequential state, at least one robot should

run at a time, hence using OR operation, ensuring at least one

robot runs at a time. Moreover, irrespective of the state of

system, i.e., synchronous or sequential, imitation and joint

attention modules will be running in parallel manner hence

using AND operation. These Boolean operations are dealing

with associated flags of modules.

H. NETWORKING

In joint attention integrated distributed imitation system,

we have different modules which are linked with each other.

For example, actuation of robots is linked with joint atten-

tion of the parson. So, it is necessary to establish con-

nection between these modules. For information exchange,

we used the concept of shared memory and for real time com-

munication, we used transmission control protocol (TCP).

Communication is governed by two different entities called

TCP server and TCP client. These servers and clients are

connected with each other with respect to nature of module

and also write information in shared memory (robot mem-

ory). The convention used in networking is presented in

equation (22), and (23).

SJA ⇔

{

CJAR1

CJAR2
(22)

&

SIM ⇔

{

CIMR1

CIMR2
(23)

Here, SJA, CJAR1, and CJAR2 are representing joint attention

server, robot one joint attention client and robot two joint

attention client. Similarly, SIM , CIMR1, and CIMR2 are repre-

senting imitation server, robot one imitation client and robot

two imitation client.

1) PSEUDO CODE AND FUNCTIONS DESCRIPTION

Pseudo code consists of three different states named initial-

ization, execution, and termination. Initialization state con-

sists of initialization of different Boolean variables which are

being used by different function in execution state. Execution

state is further divided in to two different steps while termi-

nation state consists of only one step. A part from different

states, steps and functions, we have event related signals too,

Table 2 Pseudo code used different functions. The description

of each used function is given in Table 3.

III. INTERVENTION’S ARCHITECTURE

Experimental room has been divided into two different parts

named control area and intervention area. Both are separated

from each other with the help of a wooden partition. We have

two robots in our designed system which are one meter

apart from each other as well as from the chair placed for

participant to sit in, Fig 2, and Fig. 3. Joint attention integrated

imitationmodules are loaded on each robot and they are being

controlled by researcher, sitting in control area. The imitation

accuracy of the participant is being recorded. Each participant

had been participated in eight different experiments and we

were having eight different participants. EEG has also been
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FIGURE 2. Architecture of the system.

FIGURE 3. Participant in joint attention integrated distributed imitation systems.

recorded for 20 seconds at the beginning and ending of each

experiment. State of the system depends upon the nature of

the participant, particularly the distribution nature of joint

attention. Imitation is noticed with the help of Kinect sensor.
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TABLE 2. Algorithm of intervention.

A reward (calling child’s name ‘‘X’’ and saying ‘‘good job’’)

is given on good performance while on low performance,

no reward is given just to avoid any kind of hyper activity

in participant. All participants are able to actuate both robots

simultaneously while subjects 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8 were able

to perform well, Fig 10. In case of simultaneous actuation,

participant’s joint attention is instantly changing between left

and right visual spaces.

While in case of sequential actuations, it’s not so. Five

participants were more deviated towards right visual space

while others three were more deviated towards left visual

space, Fig. 4.

IV. RESULTS

Different parameters have been considered for evaluation

purpose of this research.We are sharing the individual as well

as collective performance of participants. Initially, Fig. 5,

and Fig. 6 are presenting the number of actuations of both

robots along with actually followed number of actuations

of subject 6. These plots are actually giving the comparison

between the willing of participant to actuate the robots and

then to imitate them as well. Comparing Fig. 5, and Fig. 6,

we can conclude that in sequential actuations, subject 6 was

TABLE 3. Functions’ description used in algorithm.

FIGURE 4. Division of visual space of a participant.

FIGURE 5. Actuated and followed imitations of subject 6 using robot one.

actuating and following the robot two more as compare to

robot one. Moreover, imitation performance in sequential

actuations of all subjects in 1st, 4th, and 8th week are given

in Table 4. The performance of ASD children in imitation

system completely depends upon their interest as the system

can only be actuated by joint attention of ASD children.

We also noted the number of eye contacts made by each par-

ticipant in each intervention with robot one and two. Fig. 7 is

representing the number of eye contacts with robot one and
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FIGURE 6. Actuated and followed imitations of subject 6 using robot two.

FIGURE 7. Number of eye contacts of subject 6 with robot one and two in
each experiment.

FIGURE 8. Average imitation accuracies of each subject against robot one
and robot two.

two made by Subject 6 during each intervention session.

We can see that in many intervention sessions, the number of

eye contacts with robot two are dominating over number of

eye contacts with robot one. Average imitation accuracies

of all participants with respect to robot one and robot two

are also calculated. These average accuracies are calculated

on the basis of number of actuations done and number of

actual followings. Seeing Fig. 8, we can say that most of the

participants have robot one dominance, which is present in

right visual space of participant, so overall right visual space

is dominating and hence the right hemisphere of brain

FIGURE 9. Average number of eye contacts of each subject with robot
one and robot two.

FIGURE 10. Number of dual actuations of each subject.

A part from average imitation accuracies, we have also

calculated the average number of eye contacts of all par-

ticipants with robot one and robot two. Each column is an

average of eight experiments. Most of the data is showing

that number of eye contacts with robot one is greater than

robot two, Fig. 9. Dual actuation of robots has also been

noted. There are two different orders of dual actuations. First

order of dual actuation is related with actuation of robot one

followed by actuation of robot two. In second order of dual

actuation, the sequence is opposite. Fig. 10 is representing

the comparison between these two orders. Here, again first

order, i.e., actuation of robot one first followed by actuation

of robot two, is dominating over second order and hence also

conveying the information that right visual space dominates

for most of the participants.

In general, results are indicating that robot one, present at

right visual space of the participant, is dominating the robot

two, present at left visual space in terms of joint attention

and imitation. In both types of imitations, sequential and

simultaneous, robot at right vision space has been focused

more. For most of ASD children, joint attention initiation

pattern starts at right visual space first and then shifts towards

left visual space. Moreover, these two dominances are also

verified by the number of eye contacts of the participants with

robots and the dominance of hemisphere of brain using EEG

signals.
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TABLE 4. Imitation performance of each subject in sequential imitation.

FIGURE 11. ANOVA single factor.

V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

We used ANOVA single factor statistical analysis on dis-

tribution of joint attention of participants, Fig. 11. In case

of dual actuations of robots, we found that diversion from

R1 to R2 (R1 → R2) is higher as compare to diversion from

R2 to R1 (R2 → R1) means that for most of ASD children,

joint attention initiation starts from right visual space and

then shifts towards left visual space. F value is 2.94 while

FCritical value is 4.60 with 0.10 as P value. This shows that

ASD children can also handle the simultaneous actuations of

robots.

A part from ANOVA single factor statistical analysis,

we have also presented results related to the dominance of

visual space of each participant. This dominance of visual

space is calculated on the basis of number of imitations

performed in sequential and simultaneous actuations and the

of number of eye contacts establish with in each visual space

(if imitation performance is balanced) Table 5. Moreover,

using PSD analysis of EEG signals, we studied the dominance

of hemisphere of brain too, Table 6. Further, we have also

gathered the information related to writing hand of ASD

participants and compared it with dominance of visual space

and eye contacts.

Depending upon the focus of ASD children, dominance of

brain’s hemisphere has also been noticed using PSD analysis

of EEG signals [40], [42], [49]. Depending upon the distri-

bution of joint attention initialization, joint attention shifting

TABLE 5. Visual spaces and eye contacts dominance of subjects.

TABLE 6. Brain’s dominance using EEG and PSD analysis.

manner, and performance, four subjects showed the right

visual space dominance and right hemisphere dominance.

This is verified using number of eye contacts too. Moreover,

it is also linked with the writing hand which is again right in

these cases. Two subjects showed the left visual space domi-

nance and hence left hemisphere dominance. Similar to above

cases, it is also linked with the writing hand which is left

in these cases. Remaining two participants showed the equal

dominance in both visual spaces. Six participants belong

to minimal case of autism while remaining two belong to

mild case of autism. Minimal cases of autism showed proper

dominance of either left or right visual space (distinctive),

along with the dominance of respective hemisphere of brain

too. While mild cases of autism showed a balanced perfor-

mance between left and right visual space but distinguishable

dominance of brain’s hemisphere.

VI. DISCUSSION

Autism spectrum disorder is a neurodevelopment disorder

which affects different parts of brain and results in lack of

different social skills. Joint attention and imitation are two

important social skills which are utilized by every ASD child

in daily life. Improvement in joint attention skill of an ASD

child helps to respond timely, accurately, and properly toward

different intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcement stimuli. The
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situation becomes more challenging when one has to deal

with multiple persons simultaneously as for children with

ASD, social skills are weak as compare to TD children.

Autistic children have different deficits in their social

skills. These deficits include joint attention, imitation, verbal,

non-verbal and many other skills which are important in

daily life activities. Lack of important communication skills

result in inconvenience for different surrounding people and

incompletion of different daily routine life activities. Autism

affects different parts of the brain and hence their associated

social skills as well. Curing autism depends upon condition

of the child. Possible ways of curing includemedication, ther-

apies for specific social skills either by experts or by robots.

Humanoid robots are able to provide open and closed loop

based interventions for autism [6], [11]. There are different

factors which can effect robotic interventions and physical

appearance of robot is one among those [7], [8].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research, we have investigated the imitation skills and

joint attention distribution patterns of ASD children in joint

attention integrated distributed imitation system using multi-

robot. Many imitation interventions have been reported with

single robot as mediator in literature [1], [3]. Introduction of

multi-robot based concept is to see the multi-person commu-

nication in ASD children [11]. The testing hypotheses for this

research are:

H1 :Autistic children can perform simultaneous actuations

of robots and have right vision space dominance. Moreover,

visual space dominance is linked with brain’s hemisphere

dominance. (Alternate hypothesis)

H0 : Autistic children can only perform sequential

actuations of robots and have left vision space dominance.

Moreover, visual space dominance is not linked with brain’s

hemisphere dominance. (null hypothesis)

A part from these hypotheses, we have also studied the

distribution pattern of joint attention of ASD children in left

and right visual space. This leads us towards the dominance

of either left or right visual space and it is further linked with

the dominance of brain’s hemispheres and with writing hand

[36], [40], [42].

Five males and three females participated in this research

with an average age of 8.275 years. Imitation actions of both

robots are different from each other. The overall average

imitation followed accuracy of all children for robot one,

present at right visual space, is 83.49 % while for robot two,

present at left visual space is 61.53%. The overall average eye

contacts of all children for robot one is 16.47 and for robot

two is 14.95. In statistical analysis (single factor ANOVA)

F value of gathered data is 2.93 which is less than F-critical

value: 4.60 with p-value 0.108 and threshold 0.05.

The results also confirmed that ASD children can perform

simultaneous imitations in our designed system and hence

are capable of dealing with multi-robot communication. The

right visual space has been found as joint attention initiator

and then shifting joint attention towards left visual space.

The corresponding brain’s hemisphere dominance has also

been noticed using PSD analysis of EEG signals which is

further linked with writing hand of participants. In sequential

and simultaneous imitations, robot at right vision space has

been focused more. These visual space dominances have

also been verified using number of eye contacts with both

robots. We have also found the interesting facts regarding the

categories of autism. Minimal cases of autism showed proper

dominance of either left or right visual space along with the

dominance of respective hemisphere of brain. Whereas mild

cases of autism showed a balanced performance between left

and right visual space.
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